Permatech Metal Fabrication, is a fully-integrated division of Permatech, Inc., and can provide the necessary steel fabrication and construction from small intricate parts to large and complex structures.

This Group is supported by an experienced team of designers and fabrication experts and has the necessary expertise and capabilities to meet the rigid specifications that are required for today’s sophisticated operations.

**PERMATECH® ADVANTAGE**

- Rolling Machine capable of rolling 1/8” plate up to 16’ diameter tanks.
- 12 Welding stations with certified code welders.
- Engine Lathe & Milling Machine ideal for project work.
- CNC Lathe & Milling Operation for repeat and critical projects.
- 300 Ton Press Break capable of breaking 1” plate.
- 12’ Sheer capable of sheering 1/2” plate x 10’.
- CNC High Definition plasma cutter with acetylene torch capable of plasma cutting up to .3/4” plate.
- Capable of cutting up to 2” plate with the torch.
- Internal Crane with 24K lb capacity.
- External Crane with 70 ton capacity.
- 25,000 Square Feet Fabrication Facility.
- Assembly Areas onsite with warehouse space.

**ENGINEERED FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY**

911 East Elm Street - Graham NC 27253 - 1.336.578.7728 - www.permatech.net